responsible solutions

healthcare

Rooms A1-A6
A modern wingback chair

Senator adds a modern look to the wingback chair with gracious curves and high back for support. Spaces designed for relaxation will look richer and more beautiful when choosing the Senator series.

Senator™ Lounge Chair (GC3391); Two Seat (GC3392) and Three Seat (GC3393) Sofas.

Perfect for smaller areas

A modern club style chair with a bucket seat and a curved back provides continuous comfort and support. Fixed cushions and a webbed suspension provide extra support and durability.

Sirena™ Club Chair (3371); Lounge Chair with Left Hand Tablet (3371LTM) and Three Seat Sofa (3374).
Comfort and safety

Be comfortable in Coast. The new healthcare glider offers a smooth low-range rocking motion to help users relax. Designed with safety in mind, Coast’s uniquely curved armrests remain stationary to provide a safer way for the user to get in and out of the chair.

Coast™ Glider/Motion Chair (GC4172).

A classic reimagined

The Primacare Wingback has a healthcare compliant design that includes seat clean-out, adjustable neck support cushion, integrated lumbar support and forward grasping armcaps in wood or urethane. Primacare Wingback is available in standard, bariatric and two-seater models with ottomans.

Primacare™ Single Seater Wingback Armchair, Headrest (GC3691HR).
Nourish the body with comfort

Nourish was developed in consultation with leading healthcare professionals as a “perfect patient chair.” Nourish offers unique features to address a variety of body types, sizes and mobility issues.
Safer solutions

Make it comfortable. Primacare dining chairs have been sized specifically to suit both elder care and acute care applications with lifting function for caregiver patient assistance. Available in your choice of wood or metal frames.

Hip chairs take full advantage of Primacare’s superior engineering and construction, including a higher seat, step rail and a more generous seat width for patients transitioning from surgery.

Primacare™ HT Dining Chair, EZ mechanism (GC3616RCEZ).

Primacare™ Patient Low Back Hip Armchair, Open Arms (GC3636W); and Primacare™ HT Patient Low Back Hip Armchair, Open Arms (GC3636).
Recline effortlessly

Better by design. Primacare motion recliners follow the patient’s intuitive response to reach for the arms when they want to come to a seated position. This simple action overcomes patient stress and concerns if a caregiver is not immediately available.
Popcorn transforms any space into a great place

Popcorn designed by Zooey Chu is ideal for conference areas, cafeterias, classrooms and healthcare spaces – or wherever multi-purpose stack applications are required.

Bakhita: light, comfortable and lasting

Bakhita is designed to look good and perform well. Bakhita is constructed of two technopolymers for strength, has UV additives for outdoor exposure and contains no steel hardware, thus making it a nonferrous product perfect for rooms housing MRI technology.
Multi-use favorites

GC Sidero is a collection of contemporary multi-purpose stacking chairs with a sculpted look that features wide, curved arms and a round, tubular wall saver steel frame.

The perfect solution for temporary seating

Janna’s unique folding frame is the perfect solution for temporary seating, especially where space is at a premium. An optional wall bracket allows the chairs to be conveniently stored while not in use. Available in your choice of an upholstered or wood back.
Caring for the whole family

Primacare Sleepers are perfect for extended visits, and transition easily from lounge to sleeper with an integrated storage box for a blanket or pillow. Double seat models recline independently for added flexibility.

Dreme is a sleepover bench designed to seat several people, and converts into a space for one person to sleep comfortably. Seat/sleeping surface is standard with high density Ultracell bio foam. Space is provided on the sleeping surface to allow for bed sheets.
Primacare – a comprehensive solution

Primacare lounge seating is available in an elegant full-frame design in wood or metal to create a timeless look with the same sit and comfort as the fully-upholstered models. Full-frame models are available with or without side panels and your choice of matching wood or coordinating SSU armcaps.

Form, function, value

Single- to five-seater styles with or without center arm, ensure a perfect configuration, no matter the size of the space.
Patient and resident room solutions

The Sonoma Collection provides the flexibility, the enhanced utility and the attention to detail that render a friendly and nurturing environment. The Sonoma Collection was developed in response to the needs of caregivers and changing expectations of people in care. Specifiers will find the Sonoma Collection modular and aligns dimensionally to minimize footprint and maximize available space.

Aldon offers an affordable and personalized solution for patient and resident room furniture. Bedside cabinets and wardrobes are available in a variety of configurations. Aldon dressers are available with full-width or half-width drawers for shared use in double occupancy rooms.

*Sonoma™* Bedside Cabinet, Rear Casters, Drawer, Adjustable Shelf (GCLBT03CN); Bedside Cabinet, Rear Casters, Adjustable Shelf (GCLBT02CN); Three Drawer Dresser, 34” W x 26” D (GCLDR01N); Four Drawer Dresser, 34” W x 26” D (GCLDR07N); 72” H Bookcase, Five Shelves (GCLBC01N); and 34.5” H Open Hutch, Fixed and Adjustable Shelves (GCLDR03N).

*Aldon™* Bedside Cabinet, Casters, Drawer, Right Opening Door (GCEXBT06CRN); Bedside Cabinet, Metal Legs, Drawer, Right Opening Door (GCEXBT06LRN); Dresser, Metal Legs, Three Drawers (GCEXDR02LN); and Divided Wardrobe, Plinth Base, Two Drawers, Fixed Upper Shelf and Coat Rail (GCEXWD04PN).
A better solution for patient support and special needs

A better fit. Primacare patient seating features an ergonomically-contoured back and built-in lumbar support which can be enhanced with a flexing back for increased comfort or a fold-down upper back that enables the caregivers to assist patients safely. Optional easy to “tip and move” rear casters on HT models.